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Article II Composite Standards | Section 64-10 Generally

Article II

Composite Standards

S e c ti o n 6 4 - 1 0 G e n er a l l y
Purpose: the standards in this Article balance Map for Mobile’s design policies with market conditions and
the need for flexibility. These standards are a hybrid of modern, form-based zoning standards and
conventional, well understood zoning metrics. They allow the City to provide an incentive-based approach
to zoning, rewarding higher levels of design with additional development potential and calibrated
development standards, while accommodating the needs of suburban residential and commercial
development patterns and industrial uses. This Article implements the following policies of Map for
Mobile:












Provide strong neighborhoods with unique identity and sense of place.
Promote high-quality design of the built environment with an attractive and distinctive streetscape
and public realm, and new private property development that is distinguishing yet in keeping with
City and neighborhood character.
Provide for mixed uses in interconnected, pedestrian-oriented and walkable settings.
Provide a mix of uses and amenities in both traditional and suburban centers to serve surrounding
neighborhoods and provide services and needs within walkable distances,
Promote high-quality design of the built environment with new private property development that is
distinguishing yet in keeping with City and neighborhood character.
Design buildings and sites to enhance and contribute to surroundings and neighborhoods
Provide a built environment that focuses more on people to create more desirable, higher quality-oflife places.
Encourage designs that enhance a sense of place.
Ensure the retention of individual neighborhood character through regulations and guidelines tailored
to specific neighborhoods.
Provide for strong neighborhoods with a mix of housing types that provide for residents’ diverse needs,
along with diverse, quality, well-designed housing choices. Encourage innovative affordable housing
types.
Encourage neighborhood-based designs for infill development or redevelopment.

This Article accomplishes those goals by:






Enhancing Readability. Instead of creating new zoning districts or a series of overlay districts,
composite zoning embeds the standards for use, building design, and site design into general district
categories. This creates a customized set of standards that the City can administer for all new zoning
cases, instead of having to negotiate individual standards for each new application.
Streamline the Approval Process. The City can establish composite zoning either through a
comprehensive rezoning or by applicant-initiated rezonings to composite districts. In addition,
property can be zoned to a composite district on adoption of this Chapter, a text amendment, or as part
of an area planning effort. This allows property within a composite district to be approved with
streamlined procedures.
Match Standards to Their Context. Composite zoning can also provide more precise planning.
This is because the zoning map can reflect not just use categories, but also the City’s design expectations
for an area. Composite building and site design standards address key design considerations in a range
of contexts throughout Mobile.

The zoning regulations (Article III) provide the combinations of building and site design that are allowed in each
zoning district. In many districts, higher quality design or more compact development patterns are associated with
higher density, building height or coverage.
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S e c ti o n 6 4 - 1 1 B u i l d i n g D e s i g n
A. Generally
1.

Each building design category includes the following elements:
Application
Orientation
Frontage
Facade

Transparency

This indicates the situations where the building type is applied. Refer to the zoning district
regulations (Article III) for dimensional requirements that apply to each category.
The orientation or facing of the building relative to the lot or street.
The type of building entry, which provides the building’s interface with the street or public realm.
The degree to which public entrances or breaks in the building plane are required. For urban
situations, public entrances on the street maximize street activity, to provide pedestrians with
frequent opportunities to enter buildings, and to minimize any expanses of inactive wall.
The percent of windows or glazing within a street facing wall plane. This is required to encourage
walkability by allowing potential customers to view merchandise, minimize crime by providing
for natural surveillance, and for aesthetics.

2.

The building design types that apply to an area are designated on the zoning map.

3.

The standards that apply to each building design type are set out in subsections B through G below. The
range of design standards that apply to building design type are briefly summarized in the table below.

Table II- 1 Summary of Building Design Elements
Type

Primary

Orientation

Frontage

Façade

Transparency

Street, yard, or
civic space
Street, yard, or
civic space

Front-facing entry element
(porch, stoop, etc.)
High level of ground floor
pedestrian interest with
front-facing entries (porch,
stoop, etc.)
High level of ground floor
pedestrian interest and
transparency with frontfacing entries (canopy,
courtyard, etc.)
Moderate level of ground
floor pedestrian interest
with front-facing entries
(canopy, courtyard, etc.)

Garage deemphasized

Not regulated

High or moderate
articulation, garage
deemphasized

Moderate transparency
for street surveillance
and visual interest

Highly articulated
façade, with a high
level of transparency

High transparency for
walkability, street
surveillance and visual
interest

Moderately articulated
façade, with a moderate
level of transparency

Moderate transparency
for walkability and
visual interest

Moderate transparency
for walkability, street
surveillance and visual
interest
Not regulated

Application (see

Future Land Use
Plan)
A

Low-Density
Residential

B

Mixed Density
Residential

C

D

E

F

Traditional
Neighborhood
Center/ Downtown
/ Traditional
Corridor

Street, yard, or
civic space

District Center,
Suburban
Neighborhood
Center, Mixed
Commercial
Corridor
Institutional, Light
Industry

Street, parking, or
civic space

Street, parking, or
civic space

Not regulated

Façade with a range of
articulation

Heavy Industry

Not regulated

Not regulated

Façade with a range of
articulation
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B. Building Design Type A

Application

Orientation

Single-family building types: Districts RL (Residential Single-Family), for single-family
dwellings in RMT or RMF (Residential Mixed). These standards apply to residential singlefamily dwellings in traditional neighborhoods, or where the City’s planning policies require
traditional design elements.

An entry through a required frontage type must directly face a street, lawn, or civic space.

Garage doors shall be subordinate to the primary façade, using one of the following options
[ see examples on next page]:
1.
A

The garage is detached and located entirely in the rear yard, or

2.

If front-facing, the garage door(s) extends no more than 50% of the primary façade
width or 28’, whichever is greater, or

B

C3. The garage door(s) are set back at least 10’ from the primary façade,
4. The garage door(s) are oriented perpendicular to the street or face the opposite
D
direction from the street.

Frontage
Facade
Transparency

Porch, stoop, courtyard, or recessed entry.
Not regulated.
Not regulated.
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Orientation – Garage Door Options

A

Note: graphics to be completed

Frontage
Porch

B
Stoop

C

Courtyard

Recessed Entry

D
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C. Building Design Type B

Application
Orientation

Frontage
Facade

Multi-family building types: Districts RL (Residential Single-Family), RM (Residential Mixed),
and multi-family buildings in (Neighborhood Center-Traditional), DC (District Center), CT
(Corridor-Traditional).

An entry through a required frontage type must directly face a street, lawn, or civic space.

Garage doors shall be set back at least 20’ from the primary façade, located in a detached
structure to the rear of the primary structure, oriented perpendicular to the street, or facing
the opposite direction from the street.
Porch, stoop, courtyard, recessed entry, or awning or canopy.
The façade must incorporate balconies facing the street for each dwelling unit along the front
façade, or at least one horizontal and one vertical articulation element as follows:
Horizontal
A
B
C

Wall Offset. A horizontal wall plane offset of at least 3’, extending for the full height of the
primary façade.
Wall Notch. A setback or notch in the wall plane at least 3’ deep and 6’ wide for the full
height of the primary façade.
Wall projection. A projection or molding at least 4” deep and 1’ wide for the full height of
the primary façade.

Vertical. For a development with 3 or more buildings on a lot, or a building at least 75 feet
wide:
D Variation in Height. A variation in building or parapet height of at least 2’ (or 4’ for
buildings greater than 24’ in height).
E Variations in Roof Form. Use of more than one roof form to divide the building into
different building modules.
Transparency

At least 20% transparent windows for each front facing façade visible from the street.
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Note: graphics to be completed
Frontage

Awning/Canopy

Porch

Stoop

Façade - Horizontal Articulation

Façade - Vertical Articulation

A

D

B

E

C
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D. Building Design Type C

Application

Orientation
Frontage
Facade
Transparency

Urban building types with a close connection to the street: Districts D (Downtown), NCT
(Neighborhood Center-Traditional), DC (District Center), CT (Corridor-Traditional), and for
limited application in NCS(A) (Neighborhood Center-Suburban), DW(B) (Downtown
Waterfront), and CM (Corridor-Mixed). IL(A) (Light Industrial).
A public entrance must directly face a street or a civic space.1
Recessed entrances, pedestrian courtyards, vehicular courtyards, awnings or canopies,
marquees, balconies, colonnades, galleries, or arcades. Where Building Design Type C is
required, these elements do not apply to residential or civic uses.
Public entrances: 1 per 50 feet 2
Each story of any building facing a primary street or civic space: 20 – 75% as transparent
windows.3
Ground floor (storefronts only): 50% percent4
Note: graphics to be completed
Frontage

Pedestrian Courtyard
Gallery/Arcade
Awning/Canopy
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E.

Building Design Type D

Application

Orientation
Frontage
Facade

Building type suitable for suburban development patterns: Districts CM (Corridor-Mixed), NCS
(Neighborhood Center-Suburban), DC (District Center), and CM (Corridor-Mixed), and for
limited application in NCT(B or C) (Neighborhood Center-Traditional), CT (CorridorTraditional), and IL (Light Industrial).
An entry through a required frontage type must directly face a street, civic space, or parking area
along a public street.
Recessed entrances, pedestrian courtyards, vehicular courtyards, awnings or canopies,
marquees, balconies, colonnades, galleries, arcades, or tower/raised parapet/pitched roof
elements.
The façade must include at least one horizontal and one vertical articulation element as follows:
Horizontal (at least one every 75 feet of horizontal width for a street facing façade)
A
B
C

Wall Offset. A horizontal wall plane offset of at least 4’, extending for the full height of the
primary façade.
Wall Notch. A setback or notch in the wall plane at least 4’ deep and 8’ wide for the full
height of the primary façade.
Wall projection. A projection or molding at least 4” deep and 1’ wide for the full height of
the primary façade.

Vertical (at least one every 75 feet of horizontal width for a street facing façade)


Variation in Height. A variation in building or parapet height of at least 2’ (or 4’ for

E

elements.
Variations in Roof Form. Use of more than one roof form to divide the building into
different building modules.

D buildings greater than 24’ in height). This may include tower/raised parapet/pitched roof

Transparency

At least 30% transparent windows for each front facing façade visible from the street. The
applicant may substitute:



architectural details such as metal screens or grillwork, or
Permanent planters at least 3’ in height, attached to the ground floor of the building.
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Frontage

Note: graphics are placeholders to
be completed, and will show
suburban building types

Awning/Canopy
Arcade/Gallery
Tower/Raised Parapet/Pitched Roof Elements

Façade - Horizontal Articulation

Façade - Vertical Articulation

A

D

B

E

C
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F.

Building Design Type E

Application
Orientation
Frontage
Facade

Note: graphics to be completed

Office, institutional or campus type buildings: Districts P (Public-Institutional) and IL
(Light Industrial), and allowed in DW (Downtown Waterfront) and IH (Heavy
Industrial).
An entry through a required frontage type must directly face a street, civic space, or
parking area along a public or internal street.
Any entry that extends from or recesses into the front wall plane, extending vertically at
least 15 feet or to the top of the front elevation and with a continuous width of at least
12 feet at all points along the required vertical dimension.
The façade must include at least one horizontal and one vertical articulation element as
follows:
Horizontal (at least one every 100 feet of horizontal width for a street facing façade)




Wall Offset. A horizontal wall plane offset of at least 4’, extending for the full
height of the primary façade.
Wall Notch. A setback or notch in the wall plane at least 4’ deep and 8’ wide for
the full height of the primary façade.
Wall projection. A projection or molding at least 4” deep and 1’ wide for the full
height of the primary façade.

Vertical (at least one every 100 feet of horizontal width for a street facing façade)


Transparency

Variation in Height. A variation in building or parapet height of at least 2’ (or 4’
for buildings greater than 24’ in height). This may include tower/raised
parapet/pitched roof elements.
Variations in Roof Form. Use of more than one roof form to divide the
building into different building modules.

At least 20% windows (transparency is not required) for each front facing façade visible
from the street.
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G. Building Design Type F

Application
Orientation
Frontage
Facade

Industrial or warehouse type buildings: Districts IH (Heavy Industrial), DW
(Downtown Waterfront), and for limited application to IL(B) (Light Industrial).
A public or employee building entry must directly face a street, civic space, or parking
area along a public or internal street.
Not regulated
The façade must include at least one horizontal articulation element (at least every
150 feet of horizontal width for a street facing façade) as follows:




Transparency

Wall Offset. A horizontal wall plane offset of at least 3’, extending for the full
height of the primary façade.
Wall Notch. A setback or notch in the wall plane at least 3’ deep and 6’ wide for
the full height of the primary façade.
Wall projection. A projection or molding at least 4” deep and 1’ wide for the full
height of the primary façade.

Not regulated

Note: graphics to be completed
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S e c ti o n 6 4 - 1 2 S i t e D e s i g n
A. Generally
1.

Each site design category includes the following elements:
Application
Building
placement
Civic Space

Landscaping
Parking
Pedestrian
circulation

This indicates the situations where the site design type is applied. Refer to the zoning district
regulations (Article III) for dimensional requirements that apply to each category.
Refers to the location of buildings relative to other site features such as sidewalks, civic spaces, and
yards.
Refers to the type and placement of common open space and civic spaces such as trails, internal
pedestrian connections, plazas and squares.
Describes generally the type and location of landscaping features to buffer surrounding
neighborhoods, and to mitigate the stormwater, heat island and visual impacts of development.
Refers to the location and placement of parking relative to principal buildings and other site
features.
Refers to the type and placement of internal sidewalks, trails, and other site features that
accommodate pedestrian movement. These are in addition to any sidewalks required by Article
IV.

Note: Refer to Article IV for specific standards for yards, parks/open space/civic space, landscaping, and parking.

2.

The site design types that apply to an area are designated on the zoning map.

3.

The standards that apply to each building design type are set Out in subsections B through G below. The
range of design standards that apply to building design type are briefly summarized in the table below.

Table II- 2 Summary of Site Design Elements
Type

Primary
Application

(see Future
Land Use
Plan)

Building

Pedestrian

Civic Space

Landscaping

Placement

Parking

Circulation

Buildings located to
allow for front and
rear yards
Buildings clustered
to preserve open
space

Common open
space required for
subdivisions
High level of
passive open space
oriented around
natural features
Civic space that is
compact in scale,
and that provides
pedestrian
connections or
gathering places.
Civic space is a
combination of
compact or linear
spaces that provide
pedestrian
connectivity, and
natural or passible
spaces where
needed for resource
protection or
buffering.
Internal open space
provides gather
places, and that
connects buildings
and destinations.
Not regulated

Not regulated

Buildings located to
allow for front and
rear yards
Buildings clustered
to preserve open
space

Not regulated
except as provided
in Article IV
Not regulated
except as provided
in Article IV

Sidewalks,
walkways and paths

Buildings located
near the sidewalk
edge

Parking located to
the rear or side of
buildings in small
modules / quantity
limited

Buildings set back
from street or
located near the
sidewalk edge or

Parking set back
from the sidewalk
edge in landscaped
lots / sufficient
quantity

Buildings are
connected to the
street / sidewalks
and paths connect
to greenways and
neighborhoods
Sidewalks and
paths connect to
greenways &
neighborhoods

Significant
landscaping to
enhance
community image.

Buildings located to
allow for front
yards and interior
civic space

Landscaping where
needed to buffer
lower intensity
uses.

Buildings generally
set back from the
sidewalk edge

Parking set back
from the sidewalk
edge in landscaped
lots / sufficient
quantity
Parking set back
from the sidewalk
edge / Sufficient
quantity for both
cars and trucks

1

Low-Density
Residential

2

Mixed Density
Residential

3

Traditional
Neighborhood
Center/
Downtown /
Traditional
Corridor
District
Center,
Suburban
Neighborhood
Center, Mixed
Commercial
Corridor

Buildings located
near the sidewalk
edge

5

Institutional ,
Light Industry

Buildings located to
allow for front
yards and interior
civic space

6

Heavy
Industry

Buildings generally
set back from the
sidewalk edge

4

Building

Placement

Buildings set back
from street or
located near the
sidewalk edge or

Limited or modest
landscaping for
buffering and visual
impacts.
Limited urban
landscaping to
promote pedestrian
orientation and
reduce visual
impacts of parking.
Significant
landscaping to
reduce visual
impacts of parking
and enhance
community image.

Sidewalks, trails
and paths

Paths and sidewalks
connect buildings
and parking
Not regulated
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B. Site Design Type 1

Application

Building placement
Civic Space

Landscaping
Parking
Pedestrian
Circulation

Single-family residential neighborhoods: Districts RL (Residential Single-Family), for
single-family dwellings in RMT or RMF (Residential Mixed). These standards apply to
residential single-family dwellings in traditional neighborhoods, or where the City’s
planning policies require traditional design elements.
Buildings are located to accommodate front, side and rear yards where required by the
zoning district regulations (see article III).
Natural Area, Greenway, Community Garden, Park, Recreation Area, Waterfront
Promenade, School Site, Plaza, Square, Courtyard, Pedestrian Pathway, Green. See
zoning district regulations (Article III) for minimum civic space area, and Article IV for
civic space specifications.
Not regulated
Not regulated except as provided in Article IV
Pedestrian connections are provided as follows:

A walkway that connects the front entry directly to a public sidewalk, and

Sidewalks, walkways or paths within a development that lead directly to a public
sidewalk on the perimeter.

Note: graphics to be completed after discussion of parking and civic space types in Article IV
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C. Site Design Type 2

Application
Building placement
Civic Space

Landscaping

Parking
Pedestrian Circulation

Multi-family developments: Districts RL (Residential Single-Family), RM
(Residential Mixed), and multi-family buildings in (Neighborhood CenterTraditional), DC (District Center), CT (Corridor-Traditional).
Buildings are located to accommodate front, side and rear yards where required by
the zoning district regulations (see Article III).
Natural Area, Greenway, Community Garden, Park, Recreation Area, Waterfront
Promenade, School Site, Plaza, Square, Courtyard, Pedestrian Pathway, Green. See
zoning district regulations (Article III) for minimum civic space area, and Article IV
for civic space specifications.
One of the following landscaping strategies must be used within the required
minimum setback area on the edges of a residential site adjacent to an arterial or
collector street and any RL district:

Planted Buffer with No Fence or Wall. A landscaped area that is at least 10’ deep
with at least 70% porous/permeable surfaces.

Planted Buffer with a Fence or Wall. A landscaped area that is at least 7’ deep at
least 70% porous / permeable surfaces. A fence or wall no more than 3’ in height
shall be located within the landscape area that includes posts and columns at
least every 50’ and pedestrian gateways at least every 100’.

Street-facing Yard. A landscaped area between the public sidewalk and the
front(s) of residences that is at least 10’ deep.
Not regulated except as provided in Article IV
Pedestrian connections are provided as follows:

A walkway that connects the front entry directly to a public sidewalk, and

Sidewalks, walkways or paths within a development that lead directly to a public
sidewalk on the perimeter

Walkways that connect residential buildings and sidewalks directly to common
open space and civic spaces.

Note: graphics to be completed after discussion of parking and civic space types in Article IV
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D. Site Design Type 3

Application

Building placement
Civic Space

Landscaping

Parking

Pedestrian Circulation

Urban development with a close connection to the street: Districts D (Downtown),
NCT (Neighborhood Center-Traditional), DC (District Center), CT (CorridorTraditional), and for limited application in NCS(A) (Neighborhood CenterSuburban), DW(B) (Downtown Waterfront), and CM (Corridor-Mixed). IL(A) (Light
Industrial).
Buildings are placed close to the street, with maximum setbacks and minimum
frontage buildout requirements established by the applicable zoning district (see
Article III).
Community Garden, Park, Waterfront Promenade, School Site, Rotary or Circle,
Plaza, Square, Courtyard, Pedestrian Pathway, Green. See zoning district regulations
(Article III) for minimum civic space area, and Article IV for civic space
specifications.
Landscaping percentage requirements do not apply to the area between the street line
and the building wall, due to the proposed location of street trees within the right-ofway and the desired close proximity of building wall to sidewalk to create traditional,
walkable village and neighborhood centers. Street trees located adjacent to the lot
frontage count toward the applicable tree requirements. If the required number of
trees cannot fit within the minimum landscaped area, remaining trees shall instead
be donated to the city tree commission to be planted as public trees. 5

Surface parking is placed behind the principal building or interior to a block.
Parking areas located behind the principal buildings are not subject to the
minimum landscaping requirements of Article IV.

Structured parking is either placed behind the principal buildings or interior to a
block, or located in a standalone or attached structure with:
(1)
commercial space on the ground floor, or
(2)
a maximum width of 75 feet or 30% of the block face, whichever is less,
with no more than one parking structure per block face.
Pedestrian connections are provided as follows:

A public building entry connected directly to a public sidewalk, and

At least one pedestrian connection across the development defined with direct
building-sidewalk connections as provided above, interior sidewalks, special
paving material or landscaping.

If the development connects to public open space (such as a park, greenway, or
multiuse trail), at least one dedicated pedestrian and bicycle connection to the
open space.

Note: graphics to be completed after discussion of parking and civic space types in Article IV
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E.

Site Design Type 4

Application

Building placement

Civic Space

Landscaping

Parking
Pedestrian Circulation

Suburban development patterns: Districts CM (Corridor-Mixed), NCS
(Neighborhood Center-Suburban), DC (District Center), and CM (Corridor-Mixed),
and for limited application in NCT(B or C) (Neighborhood Center-Traditional), CT
(Corridor-Traditional), and IL (Light Industrial).
Buildings are typically set back behind landscaped surface parking areas, and the site
may have multiple buildings with anchor tenants and outbuildings at the edge of the
parking area and facing a public street. Buildings may be placed either close to the
street along the sidewalk edge, or setback with minimum yards established by the
applicable zoning district (see Article III).
Natural Area, Greenway, Park, Recreation Area, Waterfront Promenade, Rotary or
Circle, Plaza, Square, Courtyard, Pedestrian Pathway, Green. See zoning district
regulations (Article III) for minimum civic space area, and Article IV for civic space
specifications.
At least 20% of the site shall be landscaped. Tree save areas, riparian buffers, and
low-impact stormwater management practices are credited toward required
landscaping where provided in Article IV, § 64-48 (Landscaping & Tree
Preservation). Buffers from adjacent RL zoned neighborhoods are required by § 6448.
Parking may be placed anywhere on the site, subject to the minimum yards
established by the applicable zoning district (see Article III). At least 25% of the
parking area must be shaded by large, medium or small trees (see Mobile Plant List).
Pedestrian connections are provided as follows:

A public building entry connected directly to a public sidewalk, and

At least one pedestrian connection across the development with interior
sidewalks, special paving material or landscaping paths.

If the development connects to public open space (such as a park, greenway, or
multiuse trail), at least one pedestrian and bicycle connection to the open space.

Note: graphics to be completed after discussion of parking and civic space types in Article IV
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F.

Site Design Type 5

Application
Building placement

Civic Space

Landscaping

Parking

Pedestrian Circulation

Office or campus development: Districts P (Public-Institutional) and IL (Light
Industrial), and allowed in DW (Downtown Waterfront) and IH (Heavy Industrial).
Buildings are typically distributed throughout the site, with a network of landscaped
Pedestrian Pathways in civic spaces connecting the buildings along with an interior
street network. Buildings may be placed either close to the street along the sidewalk
edge, adjacent to interior civic spaces, or setback with minimum yards established by
the applicable zoning district (see Article III).
Natural Area, Greenway, Waterfront Promenade, Rotary or Circle, Courtyard,
Pedestrian Pathway, Green, and Water Feature. See zoning district regulations
(Article III) for minimum civic space area, and Article IV for civic space
specifications.
At least 25% of the site shall be landscaped. Natural Areas, Greenways, Waterfront
Promenades, landscaped Pedestrian Pathways, and Greens are counted toward
required the landscaping percentage. Tree save areas, riparian buffers, and lowimpact stormwater management practices are credited toward required landscaping
where provided in Article IV, § 64-48 (Landscaping & Tree Preservation). Buffers
from adjacent RL zoned neighborhoods are required by § 64-48.
Parking shall be distributed into modules separated by Pedestrian Pathways,
Greenways, landscaped Pedestrian Pathways, or Greens. At least 25% of each
parking module must be shaded by large, medium or small trees (see Mobile Plant
List).
Pedestrian connections are provided as follows:

A public building entry connected directly to a public sidewalk, and

At least one pedestrian connection across the development with interior
sidewalks, special paving material or landscaping paths.
If the development connects to public open space (such as a park, greenway, or
multiuse trail), at least one pedestrian and bicycle connection to the open space.

Note: graphics to be completed after discussion of parking and civic space types in Article IV
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G. Site Design Type 6

Application

Building placement
Civic Space
Landscaping

Parking
Pedestrian Circulation

Buildings are typically distributed throughout the site, with room for employee
parking and circulation for trucks, heavy machinery, and industrial equipment.
Industrial or warehouse development: Districts IH (Heavy Industrial), DW
(Downtown Waterfront), and for limited application to IL(B) (Light Industrial).
Buildings may be placed anywhere on the site, subject to the minimum yards
established by the applicable zoning district (see Article III).
Not regulated
At least 12% of the site shall be landscaped. Natural Areas, Greenways, Waterfront
Promenades, landscaped Pedestrian Pathways, and Greens are counted toward
required the landscaping percentage. Tree save areas, riparian buffers, and lowimpact stormwater management practices are credited toward required landscaping
where provided in Article IV, § 64-48 (Landscaping & Tree Preservation). Buffers
from adjacent RL zoned neighborhoods are required by § 64-48.
Parking may be placed anywhere on the site, subject to the minimum yards
established by the applicable zoning district (see Article III).
Not regulated

Note: graphics to be completed after discussion of parking and civic space types in Article IV

S e c ti o n 6 4 - 1 3 t o
S e c ti o n 6 4 - 1 4 R e s er v ed .
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0 Endnotes | Section 64-14 Reserved.

Endnotes

From TCD, 64-4.H.
From TCD, 64-4.H.
3 From TCD, 64-4.H.
4 From TCD, 64-4.H.
5 From TCD, 64-4.H.
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